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Herbert Jogorat. Christ

of the Ohio, 1956.
Commissioned by Dr.
Nicholas A. James and
created for his summer
home overlooking the
Ohio River. The statue
depicts Jesus Christ
standing with his arms
stretched upward toward
the sky. The structure is
11 feet high and weighs
6,300 pounds. Christ of

the Ohio is located on the
east side of Troy on the
Ohio Riverfront, residing
near a bend in the river and has been used as a beacon for boats since its dedication. It can be seen from Indiana
State Road 66, as it resides 75 feet above the highway.
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Troy Social Media

hrough the public health emergency of COVID-19, remaining connected to friends, family, and
neighbors through digital platforms has become more important than ever before. When Troy
officials realized the utility office and town hall would be closed for quarantine, they wanted to
provide a virtual resource for the community for information and guidance during the pandemic.
In mid-March of this year, an official Troy social media page was established on Facebook, and it
has functioned as a connection point for the community through the difficult time.

-continued on page 4
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Cybersecurity 101: Phishing
T

he most popular form of a cyberattack is phishing. Through phishing, hackers use emails to
impersonate trustworthy sources in an attempt to lure victims into clicking malicious links or giving away
sensitive information. With the use of this tactic on the rise, it’s no longer a question of if you will ever
be targeted through phishing, it’s a matter of when. Luckily, the success of a phishing attack requires the
recipient to take an action, giving you some control over whether you will be a victim. Because of this, it’s
more important than ever to prepare yourself for spotting fraudulent emails to protect yourself and your
devices.

Common Traits of a Phishing Email
• A suspicious link—Oftentimes, phishing emails ask the recipient to click
on a legitimate looking link. However, if you use your mouse to hover over
the link, you will generally be able to see the actual address that the link
would take you to. In a phishing email, the link and the actual address are
frequently mismatched. If you see a mismatched link and address, do not
click on the link.

• A suspicious file—Like links, cybercriminals can also attach legitimate looking files to

an email that actually contain malicious software. It is best to only open files that you are
expecting from senders that you know. Never download attachments from emails if you don’t
know the sender.

• Poor spelling or grammar—Messages from corporations and other businesses are typically
professional and error free. If you receive an email that looks official, but has spelling and
grammar mistakes, it is likely a fraudulent email.

• Requests for information or money—A message that requests personal information or

money to cover claimed expenses is likely a scam. Hackers are great at impersonating banks,
utility companies, and other businesses to request sensitive information and payments, so
never click on links in these emails or oblige their requests.

• Threatening language—Phishing attacks sometimes use threatening language, trying to

scare the reader into taking an action against their best interest. If you receive an email that
makes claims such as your utilities will be shut off, your bank account will be cancelled, or your
assets will be seized if you do not respond, it is probably a fraudulent email.

If you are unsure of whether or not an email is fraudulent, try verifying the sender’s identity by
calling them to ask if they sent the email. While it’s good to contact a supposed sender, never use contact
information presented in an unreliable email. Anytime you come across a suspected phishing attempt,
delete the email immediately and do not reply. If the attempt was on a work computer or email, it is best
to report the incident to your company’s IT department.
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Providing Public Power
Through COVID-19
T
he rise and spread of COVID-19 in Indiana
seemed to occur overnight, and concerns
for health and safety spurred rapid changes
for thousands in the state. Through this
challenging time, the Indiana Municipal
Power Agency (IMPA) remained committed to
the health and safety of its member utilities,
including your community. As the Agency
continued to monitor the ever-evolving global
situation, IMPA continued providing low-cost,
reliable, and environmentally responsible
power through the pandemic.
Access to power is a crucial need for
communities at all times, but even more so
during a global pandemic. With a heightened
number of individuals working from home on
remote devices, power became the lifeline that
kept many businesses operational. Electricity
helped to provide a sense of normalcy as well,
giving people the ability to call and FaceTime
friends and family, do schoolwork at home,
participate in live religious services, stream
entertaining content, and stay informed. While
power became the underlying element keeping
our communities connected, IMPA was proud
to supply the indispensable service of electric
power.
As an essential service provider,
IMPA had staff on the front lines operating
generation facilities, maintaining electric
infrastructure, and monitoring the power
market to provide power to homes and
essential businesses. Without these skilled
individuals, the public power system would not
have remained stable through the COVID-19
crisis. IMPA worked to keep these individuals
safe so that they could continue performing
their essential tasks for your community.
“During this pandemic, IMPA embraced
its role as an essential service to thousands of
individuals in our communities across Indiana
and Ohio,” said IMPA President and CEO
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As essential workers, IMPA’s crew of lineworkers continued working
out in the field to ensure essential access to power.
Raj Rao. “All of our staff has worked to provide
secure and reliable access to power, whether they
were working remotely, along utility lines, in our
market operations office at headquarters, or at
one of our generation facilities.”
Not only did IMPA work diligently to
supply power through the global pandemic, but
your local electric utility also worked tirelessly to
provide electric service in your municipality. Your
electric utility swiftly adapted to the public health
emergency to protect the well-being of your
community and coordinated with IMPA to ensure
electric service. Both IMPA and your municipal
electric utility are proud to have done their
part in combating the spread of COVID-19 and
providing low-cost, reliable, and environmentally
responsible power all the while.
3.

Troy Social Media
-continued from page 1
Since March, the page has posted updates
regarding the public health emergency,
community reminders, resources for food
assistance, and council meeting times.
Though the page was started as a virtual
means of communicating through the public
health emergency, officials plan to keep the
account going beyond the pandemic. While
still advising social distancing as a safety
precaution, Troy’s Facebook page posts details
of upcoming community events and local
activities you can partake in through this
time. Overall, it is a valuable platform that
residents can use to stay involved in your
community and access helpful information.
“The Troy Town Council requested we
start a Facebook page to have a way to get
word out to the community,” said Troy Town
Manager, Bernard Linne. “There’s been so
many changes and constant updates at both
the local and state level that social media

has been the quickest way to reach everybody.
Luckily, it’s been working out well and our
Facebook page gets a lot of traffic.”
The Troy Facebook account continues to
post new developments in the community as we
all continue to take safety precautions and return
to a sense of normalcy. Be sure to follow the
town’s page at “Troy, Indiana” on Facebook. You
can also visit the town’s website at
troyindiana.com to stay updated on everything
Troy!

Installation of New Utility Meters Completed
B
eginning last year, Troy Utilities undertook
a project to replace the town’s electric and
water meters with an improved technology
that allows for remote access. Only a year later,
the utility department completed the project,
finishing up with electric meters in the fall of
2019, and water meters this past June. Now, the
newly installed metering infrastructure allows
two-way communication between Troy’s utility
and customer meters.
The new metering system provides
significant cost savings for Troy’s utility, which
the department may use as funding for other
infrastructure development and maintenance
needs. The remote meters provide labor
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savings as well, since utility workers no longer
have to manually read the meters, which also
makes a safer work environment for utility
staff. The system also results in improved
accuracy and billing, less financial burden from
correcting mistakes, and higher efficiency.
The implementation of this state-of-the-art
system has helped the utility with general costeffectiveness and productivity.
“All in all, the new metering system
is great,” said Bernard Linne, Troy Town
Manager and Indiana Municipal Power Agency
commissioner. “It’s been a huge upgrade from our
previous read-out meters, and it’s one of the most
sophisticated systems around. We’re very happy
with how this project turned out.”

-continued on page 8
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No-Contact Utility
Bill Pay

V

isit www.troyindiana.com/ to
browse the variety of payment options
that Troy residents have access to,
which includes paying by mail, with
an online bank payment, or through
the utility office’s drop-off location.
For questions regarding utility bill payments, please contact the town’s office by phone at
(812)547-7501 or by emailing them through the messaging portal at
www.troyindiana.com/contact-us.

Tidbits & Trivia
The Indiana Municipal Power Agency (IMPA) is a
not-for-profit organization that provides an economic,
reliable, and environmentally responsible power
supply to its members. IMPA provides this wholesale
power to 61 communities in Indiana and Ohio. IMPA
member utilities purchase their power through IMPA
and deliver that power to the residents and companies
within your community.

Question: IMPA members
deliver electric service to
approximately
how many
Send your answer
individuals?

to newsletter@impa.com,
along with your name,
e-mail address, and address
for a chance to win an
energy efficiency prize pack!
We will randomly select
the winner from a pool of
correct entries.

If you would like
assistance with
your answer, visit
our website at
impa.com and
explore our pages
for information
that could help you
formulate a good guess!
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What’s the Word?
Investigating power terminology

Electricity
noun

A form of energy resulting from
the existence of charged particles.

The origins of the English word

“electricity” come from the Latin
term electricus, meaning “of
amber.” The first uses of “electric”
and “electricity” in the English
language appear in the 17th century
and are attributed to Francis
Bacon and Sir Thomas Browne,
respectively. These early scientists
used the terms to describe the
quality that amber possesses to
attract lightweight objects when
rubbed. This phenomenon is now
understood as static electricity.
“electricity, n.” OED Online, Oxford University Press,
March 2020, www.oed.com/view/Entry/60259.

5.

For a chance to be featured
in the newsletter and win a
prize, send your recipe to:
MPN Recipes
11610 N. College Ave.
Carmel, IN 46032

or

newsletter@impa.com

The MUNICIPAL POWER
NEWS is a periodic publication
of the Indiana Municipal
Power Agency and the 61
communities that it serves
with wholesale power.
Editor: Niki Dick
Director of Marketing
Communications
niki@impa.com
Correspondent:
Whitney Hicks
Communications Specialist
whitneyh@impa.com
Send submissions and
comments to:
11610 N. College Ave.
Carmel, IN 46032 or
newsletter@impa.com.

IMPA
Members
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Cooking Corner
---------------------------------------------------------

Carrot Souffle
Recipe submitted by Janet Kerby of Covington, Indiana.
-2 lbs peeled and sliced carrots
-3 eggs
-1/2 cups sugar
1/2 cup melted butter

-1 tbsp all-purpose flour
-1 tbsp vanilla
-1 tsp baking powder

Butter a 9x13” baking dish and set oven to 350 degrees. Cook the
carrots until they are very soft: much softer than for regular
eating, but not falling apart. Puree the cooked carrots in a food
processor. Add melted butter, sugar, and eggs to puree. Remove
on large scoop of the mixture into a separate small bowl.
Add flour and baking powder to the small bowl and mix well
together. Return the carrot and flour mixture to the original
mixture and add vanilla. Mix well. Pour into buttered baking
dish and cook for 40 to 50 minutes.

-------------------------------------------------------

Baby Ruth Bars
Recipe submitted by Donieta Ross of Peru, Indiana
-5 cups Special K cereal
-1 1/2 cups peanut butter
-1 cup salted peanuts
-1 cup sugar

-1 cup white corn syrup
-6 oz chocolate chips
-6 oz butterscotch chips

In a large pan, bring sugar and syrup to a boil, then remove
from heat. Add peanut butter and stir until melted. Slowly add
cereal and nuts. Mix well and pat into a 9x13” pan. Melt chips
together and spread over mixture. When cool, cut into bars.

--------------------------------------------------------Covington
Advance			
Crawfordsville
Anderson		
Argos		 Darlington
Dublin
Bainbridge		
Dunreith
Bargersville		
Edinburgh
Blanchester, OH
Etna Green
Bremen		
Flora
Brooklyn		
Frankfort
Brookston		
Frankton
Centerville		
Gas City
Chalmers
Greendale
Coatesville
Greenfield
Columbia City

Huntingburg
Jamestown
Jasper
Kingsford Heights
Knightstown
Ladoga
Lawrenceburg
Lebanon
Lewisville
Linton
Middletown
Montezuma
New Ross

Paoli
Pendleton
Peru
Pittsboro
Rensselaer
Richmond
Rising Sun
Rockville
Scottsburg
South Whitley
Spiceland
Straughn
Tell City

Thorntown
Tipton
Troy
Veedersburg
Walkerton
Washington
Waynetown
Williamsport
Winamac
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The Importance of Creating Secure Passwords
C
Tips For Creating a Strong, Secure Password
ybersecurity experts estimate
that the average American has over
100 digital accounts that require some
sort of password, and that number is
only expected to grow as more services
develop an interactive online presence.
As our digital identities grow, the
importance of a strong, secure password
should be at the forefront of everyone’s
mind. Passwords are the keys to access,
and if the wrong person gains such
access, personal information and data
can be stolen or leveraged against victims
of hacking. Cybercriminals who discover
a victim’s password can plausibly use it
to attack bank accounts, find credit card
information, steal a victim’s identity, and
impersonate a victim through emails and
social media.
Hackers frequently break into
computers and accounts by guessing weak
passwords, and when an individual uses
the same password for multiple accounts,
they are even more vulnerable to multiple
cyber-attacks. Cybercriminals also know
that individuals often use the names of
pets or family members, anniversary
days and birthdays, birthplaces, favorite
holidays, and favorite sports teams to
create their passwords--all information

Common, Weak Passwords
password
qwerty
123456
iloveyou
admin
secret
spring2020
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654321
sunshine
princess
dragon
welcome
football
monkey

•
•
•
•

The longer your password, the more difficult it
is for a hacker to crack
Avoid using personal information
Avoid using words found in the dictionary, and
opt for mixes of numbers, symbols, and letters
If you do use dictionary words, make nonsense
phrases that are not grammatically correct
(example: computerwifebridgeyellow,
smashtraincandymouse)

that is generally easy to find through social media
pages. To protect your personal information, it is vital
that you remain conscientious about the information
you post online and create strong, unique passwords
for all accounts.
With an average of over 100 accounts to
keep track of, creating and actually remembering
unique passwords for each account is an arduous
task, especially if you are required to change them
regularly. Additionally, since strong, secure passwords
closely resemble complete gibberish, it can be nearly
impossible to remember even a handful of them.
Regarding these concerns, experts recommend a
specific mnemonic device when creating a new
password. This device requires you to turn a phrase
that is meaningful to you into something that is
unrecognizable. To do this, replace every word in the
phrase with either the first letter of the word, or a
corresponding number or symbol. For example, the
phrase, “Cats love to eat expensive salmon on Monday
afternoons,” could translate to “Cl2e$soMa.”
If these mnemonic devices still seem too
daunting, perhaps it would be in your best interest to
look into a password management application. These
applications will help you safely create and save strong
passwords for multiple accounts, often only requiring
you to remember one master password. Trusted
password managers include Dashlane, LastPass, and
Enpass. Consider the best option for you and your
family or business when creating passwords and
evaluating password management applications.
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The Municipal Power News is published by
the Indiana Municipal Power Agency and Troy
Utilities.
IMPA Commissioner: Bernard ‘Pudder’ Linne

New Utility Meters
-continued from page 4
Advanced metering, such as the new and improved system
implemented in Troy, has emerged as a leading technology in
the utility industry. With the installation of this modernized
infrastructure, Troy remains at the forefront of communities with
municipally-owned utilities, benefitting all residents and businesses
in its service territory.
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